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Abstract: Cyanine dyes are exceptionally useful probes for
a range of fluorescence-based applications, but their photon
output can be limited by trans-to-cis photoisomerization. We
recently demonstrated that appending a ring system to the
pentamethine cyanine ring system improves the quantum yield
and extends the fluorescence lifetime. Here, we report an
optimized synthesis of persulfonated variants that enable
efficient labeling of nucleic acids and proteins. We demonstrate
that a bifunctional sulfonated tertiary amide significantly
improves the optical properties of the resulting bioconjugates.
These new conformationally restricted cyanines are compared
to the parent cyanine derivatives in a range of contexts. These
include their use in the plasmonic hotspot of a DNA-nano-
antenna, in single-molecule Fçrster-resonance energy transfer
(FRET) applications, far-red fluorescence-lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM), and single-molecule localization micros-
copy (SMLM). These efforts define contexts in which elimi-
nating cyanine isomerization provides meaningful benefits to
imaging performance.

Introduction

Modern fluorescence-based methods put intense demands
on fluorescent probes. For example, single-molecule local-
ization microscopy (SMLM) methods, such as direct stochas-

tic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM), depend on
the availability of bright photoactivatable or photoswitchable
dyes.[1] In these experiments the precision of the single-
molecule localization depends directly on photon count.[1]

Despite recent progress in the development of new fluoro-
phores, SMLM and other single-molecule experiments in the
far-red are still limited to a few organic fluorophores. In
particular, cyanine dyes, especially the pentamethine cyanines
Cy5 and Alexa Fluor 647 (Figure 1A), have proven to be
invaluable probes in a range of contexts.[2] However, the
excited state of these molecules is prone to a deactivating
excited-state trans-to-cis photoisomerization that reduces
photon emission.[2c]

We recently introduced the novel pentamethine cyanine,
Cy5B, where photoisomerization is blocked by installation of
a conformationally restraining ring system.[3] Relative to
conventional cyanines, these compounds exhibit improved
fluorescence quantum yield and longer fluorescence lifetimes.
Small molecule conjugates undergo efficient recovery from
hydride reduction (reductive caging) to enable high quality
SMLM in oxygenated buffer.[3a, 4] However, immunofluores-
cent and other biomolecule targeted applications were not
possible due to the propensity of these compounds to form
non-fluorescent aggregates.
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Here we report the optimized synthesis of di-sulfonated
and tri-sulfonated derivatives and detail the application of
these probes in several settings. Persulfonation and other
charge-optimization strategies have been established to
improve probe properties for advanced imaging applica-
tions.[2c,d,5] We investigate the use of these probes in several
challenging contexts, including in the plasmonic hotspot of
DNA-nanoantenna, in single-molecule Fçrster resonance
energy transfer (smFRET) based applications, far-red fluo-
rescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), and SMLM.
By benchmarking the restrained sulfonated cyanines against
unrestrained cyanines and other commonly used dyes, we
establish contexts where reduced polymethine isomerization
positively impacts imaging performance.

Results and Discussion

Scheme 1 details the synthesis of di- and tri-sulfonated
conformationally restrained pentamethine cyanines. Indole-
nine 3, bearing a functionalizable methyl ester, was accessed
through Fisher indole synthesis and alkylation from 1. Similar
to prior efforts, we found that conventional cyanine formation
with 3 and previously reported 4 afforded the desired mixed
cyanine in modest yield (14 %) after a complex purification
process.[2d] As a consequence, we examined several alterna-
tive approaches to unsymmetrical cyanine formation.[6] Nota-
bly, solid phase methods proved difficult to implement on
significant scale. By contrast, a solution-phase sequential
heterocycle addition sequence, based on a report by Wolf and
co-workers, provides scalable reproducible access to rac-6 on
up to gram scales.[6d] This approach involved addition of 4 to
the cyanine precursor, malonaldehyde bis(phenylimine)
monohydrochloride, with microwave irradiation (130 88C,
30 min) to first form acylated hemicyanine 5. This unpurified
intermediate was then reacted with 3 at r.t. to provide
unsymmetrical pentamethine cyanine rac-6, in good yield
(58 % from 3) with only trace formation of other cyanine
products. While installation of the a-b unsaturated aldehyde
via cross-metathesis reaction was unsuccessful initially due to
the poor solubility of 3 in organic solvent, we ultimately found
that the addition of solubilizing counterion, tetrabutylammo-
nium bromide, enabled the reaction to proceed efficiently.
The key tetracyclization reaction was carried out using BBr3

in CH2Cl2, again with tetrabutylammonium bromide acting as
a critical solubility-enhancing additive. As observed previous-
ly,[3a] the initial cyclization reaction formed a mixture of
diastereomers which were equilibrated using protic acidic
conditions to form the syn product rac-7, which is a mixture of
diastereomers due to the additional chiral center. The mixture

Figure 1. (A) Previously reported pentamethine cyanines,[2c,8] and
(B) evolution of restrained pentamethine variants.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Cy5B-disulfo and -trisulfo NHS Esters.
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rac-7 could be converted to the corresponding NHS-ester,
Cy5B-disulfo-NHS, through a saponification/TSTU sequence.
Alternatively, the tertiary amide, Cy5B-trisulfo-NHS, could
be formed via saponification and coupling with amine 8,
followed by saponification/TSTU NHS-ester formation.

We then assessed the optical properties of these com-
pounds, as well as their antibody conjugates (Table 1,
Table S1). As a comparison, we used mAb conjugates of
Cy5.[7] As free dyes, both conformationally restrained variants
Cy5B-disulfo and Cy5B-trisulfo have higher quantum yield
(FF) and longer fluorescence lifetimes (tF) than Cy5, albeit
with moderately reduced extinction coefficients (e) in an
aqueous environment (Table 1). These values (in H2O) are
quite similar to the monosulfonated derivative we reported
previously.[3a] We then prepared and evaluated the goat anti-
mouse antibodies labeled on average with a degree of labeling
(DOL) of 1 and 3 using conventional NHS-ester labeling
conditions (Figure S1). Several observations emerge from the
spectroscopic properties of the resulting conjugates. First,
with unrestrained Cy5, FF decreased substantially, that is,
from 0.21 to 0.11 for DOL 3.0 and tF decreased only slightly,
which is in line with prior observations (Table 1).[7, 8] With the
Cy5B-disulfo-mAb conjugates, FF is similar to the free dye,
but moderately reduced (by 31%) at higher labeling density.
By contrast, the trisulfo-derivative, exhibits nearly identical
FF at both labeling densities, and moderately increased
fluorescence lifetimes. These results suggest that this simple
amide modification strategy improves the properties of the

resulting conjugates. Overall, these studies illustrate that
cyanine conformational restraint, when combined with opti-
mized sulfonation, can provide fluorophore-antibody conju-
gates with excellent optical properties.

To investigate the impact of conformational restraint on
the photophysical properties of DNA-conjugates, we immo-
bilized single dyes on a glass slide via DNA origami nano-
structures and employed fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy (FCS) as an analytical tool to investigate short-lived
transient species. We used the well-established ROXS buf-
fer[9] and appended both probes, Cy5B-disulfo and AF647 to
DNA-origami structures (Figure 2B, inset). AF647 exhibits
a dark state in the microsecond time scale, consistent with
trans-to-cis isomerization reported previously.[10] By contrast,
Cy5B-disulfo provides a stable fluorescence signal both in the
millisecond and microsecond time regime. Of note, the
residual autocorrelation term in the Cy5B-disulfo can be
attributed to fast blinking not completely removed by
ROXS[9] and is present in both samples.

The lack of the photoisomerization process provides
a “cleaner” fluorescent signal on up to the microsecond time
range and increases the overall brightness of the molecule
since the dark cis-state can no longer be populated. This
becomes particularly relevant when excitation rates are very
high, as in plasmonic nanostructures.[11] To examine if the
rigidified Cy5B-disulfo derivative provides advantages under
high-duty cycle imaging conditions, we placed the fluoro-
phores in the plasmonic hotspot formed by two 100 nm gold
nanoparticles using DNA origami nanoantennas (Fig-
ure 2A)[12] and extracted spot-wise fluorescence intensity
values from confocal microscopy scans. When plotted as
a function of normalized excitation intensity, Cy5B-disulfo is
significantly brighter than AF647 at all excitation intensities.
While both samples show a degree of saturation,[13] Cy5B-
disulfo starts saturating only at much higher excitation
intensities (Figure 2C). At 1 mW excitation intensity, Cy5B-
disulfo is more than 3-fold brighter than AF647. These
findings indicate that these probes are well-suited for experi-
ments requiring high temporal resolution (i.e., high excitation
intensities).[14]

Diffusion-based single-molecule FRET (smFRET)[15] has
become a popular method to study structural changes and
dynamics of biomacromolecules in aqueous solution. How-
ever, photoinduced dye blinking, e.g., caused by triplet-state
formation, cis-trans photoisomerization, or irreversible pho-
tobleaching can severely impact the information accessible
via this technique.[16] These artifacts can lead to a reduction of
the quality of FRET efficiency histograms or limit temporal
resolution and distance accuracy. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of Cy5B-disulfo and Cy5B-trisulfo in diffusion-based
smFRET experiments using microsecond alternating excita-
tion (msALEX) (Figure 3, Figure S2–S4).[17] The conforma-
tionally restrained sulfonated cyanine dyes were bench-
marked against commonly-used dye combinations (donor
dye AF555 with acceptor AF647 and ATTO647N).[18] The
protein model system MalE, a periplasmic component of an
ABC transporter,[19] was used as a double-cysteine variant
(Thr36Cys-Ser352Cys)[20] that allows studying the conforma-
tional changes of MalE via labeling with maleimide fluoro-

Table 1: Spectroscopic characteristics of (A) free dyes and (B) mAb
conjugates in PBS, pH 7.4 The extinction coefficients were measured in
triplicate (: standard deviation (s.d.)).
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phores (Figure 3A,B, Figure S2, see SI for the synthesis of the
maleimide derivatives and confirmation of double labeling by
SEC analysis).[15b,16, 20a]

The labeling positions on MalE were chosen such that the
apo conformation (in the absence of maltose) displays lower
FRET efficiency in comparison to the holo state (100 mM
maltose) of the protein (Figure 3 A). msALEX analysis of such
a protein preparation (Figure 3B, selected fraction marked in
grey) is expected to show multiple species in the two-
dimensional histogram (Figure 3C) of apparent FRET E*
(x-axis) and stoichiometry S* (y-axis). While donor-only
(Donly, high S*, low E*) and acceptor-only subpopulations (A-

only, low S, intermediate to high E*) are well separated from
the donor-acceptor-containing proteins (DA), photophysical
artifacts such as blinking or bleaching manifest as bridges
between the latter (denoted as donor and acceptor photo-
physics).[16, 21] Such unwanted photophysical behavior of
either donor or acceptor dye can thus alter the “true” mean
FRET-efficiency value of an observed species or broaden
populations in the FRET efficiency histograms. While broad-
ening is often interpreted as fast (sub-millisecond) structural
dynamics, a change of FRET efficiency caused by photo-
physical effects might be assigned incorrectly to a longer
distance.

The msALEX histograms of AF555/Cy5B-trisulfo show
a large (& 30 %) donor-acceptor population, where distinct
FRET efficiencies are seen for the unliganded apo and
liganded holo form (Figure 3 D). The FRET efficiency
changes between 0.72 in the apo state and 0.90 in the holo
state (in presence of 100 mM maltose). Both distributions
reveal minimal bridging artifacts connecting the FRET
population with the donor- and acceptor-only populations.
The increasing FRET efficiency upon ligand addition can be
interpreted such that the protein adopts the (low FRET) open
conformation in the absence of ligand, which is altered into
the closed-liganded conformation when 100 mM maltose were
added. Hence, the assay was validated by reproducing the
earlier results and structural predictions.[20a] In fact, all
acceptor-AF555 combinations visualized the expected con-
formational changes upon addition of maltose (Figure 4A).
Due to the spectral similarity between the acceptor dyes, all
dye-pairs showed similar, yet not identical, mean FRET
efficiencies and width with good histogram quality (that is,
little bridge artifacts due to donor or acceptor photophysics,
see also Figure S3 for the 2D E*-S* histograms). Indeed, the
cleanest histogram was obtained for Cy5B-trisulfo as acceptor
dye (Figure 4A, bottom row) lacking any bleaching trail at
FRET values lower than the peak. For all dye-combinations,
we also found the expected response of the FRETassays upon
addition of 1.5 mM maltose (fraction closed of 0.3–0.4),
a concentration close to the dissociation constant Kd for the
protein-substrate interaction (Figure S3).[20a]

To quantitatively benchmark the dyes against each other,
we compared their acceptor photon count rates at 60 mW
green and 25 mW red laser excitation intensity. Strikingly, we
found a maltose dependent fluorophore brightness, where all
dyes were similarly bright in the holo state, yet the Cy5B dyes
were slightly less bright (by 5–10 kHz) in comparison with
AF647 and ATTO647N in the apo state (Figure 4B). This
observation suggests that less FRET bursts can be retained
for AF555-Cy5B-monosulfo and AF555-Cy5B-trisulfo com-
pared to the other two fluorophore pairs (Figure 4 C). Never-

Figure 2. (A) A sketch of DNA origami structure (inset) and full DNA
nanoantenna with two 100 nm Ag NP used to compare photophysical
properties of rigidified (Cy5B-disulfo) and non-rigidified (AF647) cya-
nine dyes. (B) Average autocorrelation of fluorescence signal obtained
from single Cy5B-disulfo and AF647 molecules (33 and 37 molecules,
respectively) immobilized on a glass slide via DNA origami nano-
structures and excited at 639 nm in the presence of ROXS and in the
absence of oxygen. (C) Average intensity of single Cy5B-disulfo and
AF647 in the hotspot of DNA nanoantennas obtained at increasing
excitation intensities. The fluorescence intensities of single molecules
were normalized to the extinction coefficient at the excitation wave-
length (639 nm).
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theless, the Cy5B derivatives showed a unique advantage over
both AF647 and ATTO647N. Due to the absence of trans-cis
isomerization (in comparison to AF647) we found in a laser
power dependence in the experiments of the apo state
(Figure 4D, Figure S4) that the Cy5B dye had strongly
reduced bridge artifacts caused by the acceptor dye (see also
Figure 3C) and was able to retain the mean E* position and
width sE of the population over the entire range of excitation
powers studied (Figure 4D).[16] Also, Cy5B-trisulfo had only
a small change of mean peak position, yet substantial change
of the population width, which was similar to ATTO647N.

Overall, these observations establish Cy5B and Cy5B-
trisulfo as useful alternatives to AF647 and ATTO647N in
smFRET experiments, particular to reduce blinking and
bleaching artefacts for maintaining correct mean FRET
efficiencies. Additionally, the Cy5B dyes behave very well at
higher laser powers and with the observed photon output,
they are also suitable in cases where high temporal resolution
is required. We should mention that the observed fluorophore
performance may differ significantly for other biomolecular
targets. Thus, alternative protein systems or nucleic acid
targets should be tested in smFRET studies with Cy5B
derivatives as acceptor dye (in combination with green

absorbing donors) or as a donor dye for near infrared
acceptors. We also suggest that the Cy5B derivatives might be
particularly useful for (smFRET) assays, where interactions
of nucleic acids and proteins are monitored, since conven-
tional cyanine dyes often show (unwanted) environment-
dependent fluorescence lifetimes[22] which can be minimized
for rigidized derivatives of Cy3B or Cy5B.[23]

Having established the utility of these probes for in vitro
single-molecule applications, we evaluated them for cellular
applications. Multiplexing and multidimensional microscopy
of different target molecules in parallel in the red spectral
range remains challenging. To enable multiplexing, fluores-
cence characteristics have to clearly differ for unequivocal
identification while they should be efficiently excitable with
the same laser to reduce chromatic aberrations and exper-
imental complexity. Therefore, we asked if the difference in
fluorescence lifetimes of the sulfonated Cy5B and Cy5
antibody conjugates could be used for two-color fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM).[25] We performed FLIM
measurements of Cy5 immunolabeled b-tubulin and detected
an average fluorescence lifetime of 0.91 ns (Figure 5), where-
as cells immunolabeled solely for clathrin with Cy5B-trisulfo
showed a fluorescence lifetime of & 1.75 ns similar to the

Figure 3. (A) Crystal structure of MalE in apo (grey, pdb file:1omp) and holo (green, pdb file:1anf) where the labeling positions Thr36Cys and
Ser352Cys are indicated in blue. (B) Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to purify the fluorescently labelled protein. The protein
absorption was measured at 280 nm (black curves), donor dye absorption (AF555) at 555 nm, and acceptor dye absorption (Cy5B) at 683 nm and
Cy5B-trisulfo at 688 nm. For the smFRET measurements, the fraction with the best overlap of protein, donor, and acceptor absorption was used,
as indicated in grey. (C) Schematic depiction of an E*-S* histogram obtained by msALEX. Using msALEX, the stoichiometry S* can be used to
separate donor only (Donly), acceptor only (Aonly), and the FRET species with both donor and acceptor fluorophore (DA). Bridge artifacts caused by
unwanted donor or acceptor photophysics (blinking and/or bleaching) can result in artificial broadening of the FRET population or a shift of the
extracted mean apparent FRET efficiency. (D) Typical msALEX-based E*-S* histograms of the MalE double-cysteine mutant labeled with AF555 and
Cy5B.
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values measured in ensemble TCSPC experiments (Table 1).
We were able to obtain composite FLIM images of COS7 cells
immunolabeled with both dyes based on the different
fluorescence lifetimes of Cy5 and Cy5B-trisulfo labeled
antibodies (Figure 5D).

Finally, we evaluated the performance of the new red-
absorbing dyes in single-molecule localization microscopy
(SMLM) experiments. SMLM with red-absorbing organic
dyes are mainly limited to Cy5 and AF647 because of their
favorable blinking characteristics in photoswitching buffer.[1]

dSTORM[26] experiments typically achieve localization pre-
cisions of & 10 nm, which translates into 20–30 nm spatial
resolution.[1] We previously reported that these conforma-
tionally restricted cyanines do not undergo efficient blinking
under conventional high-thiol dSTORM conditions. Instead,
these probes exhibit improved recovery from NaBH4 reduc-
tion, providing high-quality SMLM imaging when appended
to a small molecule targeting agent.[3a, 27]

To compare the performance of Cy5 in dSTORM experi-
ments with Cy5B in reducing buffer we immunostained b-
tubulin of COS7 cells with Cy5 and Cy5B-trisulfo, as this is
a well-established reference structure, to investigate the
spatial resolution of super-resolution microscopy methods.
Microtubules are hollow tubes with an outer diameter of
25 nm and 60 nm, respectively, after immunostaining with
primary and secondary antibodies.[28] dSTORM imaging of
Cy5 (Figure 6A) was performed in standard photoswitching
buffer (100 mM MEA, pH 7.5, without enzymatic oxygen

Figure 4. (A) Apparent FRET efficiency E* histograms of MalE obtained from single molecule msALEX FRET experiments. Different FRET acceptor
fluorophores as indicated in the Figure panels were combined with the same donor fluorophore (AF555). E* histograms were recorded in the
absence (apo) and presence of saturating ligand concentrations of 100 mM maltose (holo). Solid lines are the projections of 2D Gaussian fits to
the data from which the mean apparent FRET efficiency and width of the histogram was determined (see also panel D). All histograms shown are
projections from bursts with a stoichiometry between 0.3 and 0.7. See Figure S3 for full 2D datasets including intermediate ligand concentration.
(B) Photon counting histograms (PCH) of the same data sets as in (A) obtained from direct acceptor excitation for the protein in the apo and
holo state. Only bursts with an apparent FRET efficiency of 0.4-1 and a stoichiometry between 0.3 and 0.8 were used for the analysis. The acceptor
photon count rate was determined by comparison of absolute number of detected photons and the respective burst length. (C) Fraction of bursts
with intermediate stoichiometry values (0.3–0.7) where both donor and acceptor dye were present (“FRET bursts”) as a function of increasing all
photon threshold (DD = Donor emission after Donor excitation, DA =Acceptor emission after Donor excitation, AA =Acceptor emission after
Acceptor excitation). The survival fraction of FRET bursts was normalized to the number of FRET bursts at a photon threshold of 50. All data were
all recorded in the absence of ligand. The same colors were used as in panel B to indicate the different acceptor dyes. (D) Influence of excitation
power on the mean apparent FRET efficiency E* and the width of the sE of the gaussian fit for the four dye combinations (full data sets in
Figure S4, same color code as panel B, see SI excitation conditions SI).

Figure 5. (A) Fluorescence decays of goat anti-rabbit IgG labeled with
Cy5B-disulfo (DOL 3.2) and goat anti-mouse IgG labeled with Cy5
(DOL 2) excited at 640 nm. The decays were measured at the emission
maxima in PBS, pH 7.4. (B) FLIM image of a COS7 cell immunos-
tained with mouse anti-ß-tubulin primary and goat anti-mouse secon-
dary antibodies labeled with Cy5 (DOL 2). (C) FLIM image of a COS7
cell immunostained with rabbit anti-clathrin primary and goat anti-
rabbit secondary antibodies labeled with Cy5B-disulfo (DOL 3.2).
(D) FLIM composite image of a COS7 cell immunostained with mouse
anti-ß-tubulin primary and rabbit anti-clathrin primary and correspond-
ing secondary Cy5 and Cy5B-disulfo labeled antibodies. Scale bars,
5 mm and 1 mm (insets).
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depletion) whereas Cy5B-trisulfo was reduced over 30 min in
NaBH4/PBS and measured in the same buffer by TIRF
microscopy using solely 640 nm irradiation (Figure 6B).[26]

Removal of residual reductant NaBH4 and imaging in PBS
provided a similar image quality (Figure S5). Additional
irradiation at 405 nm did not significantly change the SMLM
image quality (Figure S6). For both dyes, Cy5 and Cy5B-
trisulfo we could reconstruct high quality super-resolved
microtubule images but for Cy5B-trisulfo we detected twice
as many photon counts per ON-event (& 1,800) as for Cy5
(& 770), which translates into higher localization precisions of
6.6: 3.3 nm (s.d.) for Cy5B-trisulfo and 8.4: 4.4 nm (s.d.) for
Cy5.[29] Fourier ring correlation analysis[24] of microtubule
SMLM images corroborated these numbers and provided
spatial resolutions of & 13 nm for Cy5B-trisulfo and & 18 nm
for Cy5. Our data clearly show that Cy5B outperforms

classical dSTORM with Cy5 and enables significantly im-
proved spatial resolution. Notably, we also compared samples
immunostained with Cy5 and AF647 and see no significant
difference in the spatial resolution, despite the somewhat
higher aggregation of the Cy5 conjugates (Figure S7). Hence,
Cy5B represents a valuable red-absorbing dye with which to
apply SMLM with superior spatial resolution and should be
consider in future applications.[30]

Conclusion

The development of methods to improve fluorophore
photostability and quench reactive and dark states have
enabled labeling and monitoring single molecules for up to
hundreds of seconds.[10, 31] Cyanines have been dyes of choice
in numerous types of these single-molecule fluorescence
imaging applications. However, when it comes to studying
fluorescence processes occurring at faster time scales, the
application of these probes is limited by the trans-cis isomer-
ization process,[9] leading to complex blinking dynamics in the
microsecond time scale. We previously described the devel-
opment of constrained variants of cyanines in order to
circumvent the depopulation of excited state this isomer-
ization.[3a,b,c] While conjugation with the first generation of
constrained pentamethine cyanines was not possible, here we
report the optimized synthesis and evaluation of next
generation conformationally restricted pentamethine cya-
nines.

These new probes enabled us to ask the question, in what
context does reduced trans-to-cis isomerization translate to
improved imaging performance? FCS studies revealed that in
the presence of photostabilization additives, Cy5B-disulfo
provides a stable fluorescence signal in the millisecond and
microsecond time scale. Comparing the performance of
Cy5B-disulfo to non-rigidified AF647 under high excitation
intensities in the hotspots of DNA origami nanoantennas
demonstrated significantly improved brightness and slower
saturation behavior for Cy5B-disulfo. We then extend these
observations to smFRET studies, an application where
brightness and dye stability is critical. In smFRET experi-
ments dye blinking and bleaching can impact the overall
temporal resolution of the imaging experiment and introduce
an artificial shift of the extracted FRET efficiency and hence
the determined distance between donor and acceptor. While
not improving photon-output relative to AF647 and AT-
TO647N, the Cy5B probes reduce blinking and bleaching
artefacts in combination with narrower FRET peaks, partic-
ularly when higher laser powers are used. This makes these
dyes suitable for, for example, extracting accurate distances
from complex biomolecular systems where increased laser
powers are required or in cases where a higher temporal
resolution is needed. We also demonstrate that the reduced
isomerization extends the fluorescence lifetime sufficiently
such that constrained and non-constrained cyanines can be
used in tandem for multi-color FLIM imaging. Lastly, these
new probes are employed for mAb-targeted SMLM, where
the unique capacity of these probes to efficiently recover from
NaBH4 translates to high photon output and improved

Figure 6. Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) images of
microtubules in immunolabeled with Cy5 (A) in 100 mM MEA/PBS
(pH 7.5) and Cy5B-trisulfo (B) in 0.1% NaBH4/PBS upon irradiation
with 640 nm (2.5 kWcm@2) using an integration time of 20 ms (total
acquisition time 10 min). Scale bars, 3 mm and 1 mm (insets). Fourier
ring correlation (FRC) analysis[24] were used to estimate the indicated
spatial resolutions.
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resolution imaging relative to conventional cyanines in
dSTORM.

Broadly, these studies provide a new set of well-charac-
terized far-red probes with utility in demanding fluorescence-
based applications. Going forward, these results suggest the
use of constrained pentamethine cyanines for live cell SMLM,
as imaging can be performed without additives or deoxyge-
nation. Additionally, emerging labeling strategies that exploit
their enhanced brightness is of significant interest.[32] We also
believe that these Cy5B derivatives might be particularly well
suited to smFRET applications looking at interactions of
nucleic acids and proteins. This is because conventional
cyanines often manifest undesired environment-dependent
fluorescence lifetimes,[22] which are minimized for rigidized
variants.[23] It is also feasible that direct coupling to photo-
stabilization additives may provide further improvements in
the stability of fluorescence signals, as well as photon
budgets.[31b,d, 33] We note that these restrained cyanines do
not undergo photoconversion to the corresponding truncated
trimethine cyanine products, which may be advantageous in
certain settings.[34] We also anticipate that these probes can be
used for DNA point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale
topography (DNA-PAINT), an approach that will benefit
from higher photon output and can be limited by blinking
issues. Efforts to realize these goals will be reported in due
course.
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